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SUBJECT:

Decision Review Policy and Procedure

This memorandum addresses the Board's policy and procedure regarding quality review of signed
decisions prior to final docket completion.
As you may know, there is a process for reviewing signed Board decisions before they are issued.
This process was established pursuant to the Chairman's regulatory authority to make internal policy for
the Board. See 8 C.F.R. § I 003.1 (a)(2). Quality assurance is crucial to the integrity of the Board 's
decision making process and its reputation in the federal courts and the wider immigration law
community. Review of signed Board decisions prior to issuance is an effective way to ensure quality,
and I have instructed the Board 's attorney management team to conduct decision review on a daily basis.
Decision review is intended to prevent errors, both substantive and procedural ; to identify issues that
are inconsistent among panels or that need to be addressed by the en bane Board; to provide ongoing
feedback to managers, Board Members, and staff; and to serve as a source ofreferral to the Board 's
decision bank. Decision review also alerts the management team to problem issues. The Attorney
General has conveyed his interest in and insisted upon attention to improving decision quality.

1. Decision Review Process
Attorney managers (Senior Legal Advisors, Senior Panel Attorneys, and Attorney Team Leaders)
conduct a legal and decision/disposition code review of a large sampling of decisions that docket has
placed in the "to be reviewed" shelf in the clerk 's office. When a reviewer discovers a possible panel
inconsistency, a missed issue, a possible violation of a Board policy, or possible legal error, the ROP is
returned to the Senior Counsel to the Chairman for review. If the Senior Counsel agrees that there may
be a problem , the Senior Counsel will discuss the case with the signing Board Member. Administrative
errors such as codes and typos are either corrected by the attorney manager, or the ROP is returned to the
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Team Leader for correction. These errors, and cases that present issues of interest, possible
inconsistencies, or cases that should be referred to the decision bank, are recorded in a daily report and
are e-mailed to the review team.
The Docket Team or Appeals Examiners conduct an administrative quality review of all decisions
and circulation sheets prior to copying them for mail-out. Errors detected by the docket team are
returned, with the ROP, for further review by the paralegals and panel administrative staff.
Attorney and paralegal team leaders provide feedback to staff attorneys and paralegals regarding
errors noted in the daily decision review reports. This feedback is an important part of the Board ' s
training efforts because it addresses and corrects problems on an ongoing basis. A Senior Legal Advisor
collects the daily reports, and periodically provides feedback to the review team.
The attorney manager decision review team reviews all three-Board member cases, and a sampling
of the one-Board member cases. The scope of the legal review varies from around 40% to 70% of the
case completions per day. The scope of administrative review is I 00% of the case completions per day.

II. Substance of Review
A. Legal Errors
The Decision reviewers look for the following according to their best judgment, and either report the
issue, or process the case as described above:
►

Obvious errors in legal analysis, including failure to apply new precedent or law or citing an
incorrect standard of review;

►

Actual or potential inconsistencies among Board Members and panels;

►

Decisions by Immigration Judges with a history of inappropriate conduct or judgment to ensure that
the Board has addressed any inappropriate conduct raised by the parties; .

►

Failure to address material appellate arguments;

►

Failure to address remand motions or evidence submitted on appeal ;

►

Inappropriate or problematic use of affirmance without opinion;

►

Decisions that should be referred to the decision bank because the treatment of an issue is
particularly well drafted or the case addresses an unusual issue;

►

Any other problems, as appropriate.
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B. Procedural Errors
The following is a list of the most common procedural errors that the attorney reviewers look for, but
is not exclusive:
►

Typographical errors. The Board should not knowingly issue decisions with typographical errors.
These errors are sloppy and reflect poorly on the Board ' s professionalism .

►

Code errors, which are important for tracking the disposition of the case for both the Board and
other interested agencies;

►

Errors in the " Order" language, including voluntary departure reinstatement orders;

►

Late-arriving documents placed in the ROP but not considered;

►

Three-Board Member cases whose regulatory deadlines are not changed in CASE;

►

Cases where voting was not complete.

III. Conclusion
I am confident that the Board ' s work product is excellent. We must nevertheless make every effort
to ensure that our decisions are consistently of a high quality. Decision review can only catch errors in a
sampling of cases. The primary responsibility for the Board ' s quality and reputation begins with you in
the review, analysis and drafting stage.
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